Act of agreement

To avoid bloodshed and in response to the initiative launched by the Shura and Reconciliation Council in Aleppo by the parties, the following items were agreed upon:

1- The cessation of fire between the two parties
2- Civilians crossing from Sheikh Maqsoud to Afrin, and vice versa, are secure in areas and checkpoints that are under the control of the Aleppo operational room, and with regard to the crossing of military personnel, it will be based on a prior coordination
3- Closure of the crossing in the Sheikh Maqsoud Sharqi [East] area, that links to the areas controlled by the Assad’s regime, and forming a joint committee from both sides to monitor the closure
4- Open the crossings [Roads] that lead to Afrin.
5- The factions of the Aleppo Operation Room factions to enter Sheikh Maqsoud Sharqi in accordance to agreement between the Army of Revolutionaries and the People’s Protection [Units Yekîneyên Parastina Gel, YPG]
6- 
7- Sheikh Maqsood checkpoint, “Al-Seka”, shared by both parties
8- Forming a military committee from both parties to implement the agreed points and study the [military] construction sites, to approve or reject them.

Note: The agreement will enter into force immediately upon formal signature, publication, and the announcement

God Bless

[handwriting note] This Agreement entered into force December 19/12/2015

Tuesday 3 Rabi 'al-Awwal 1437,
December 15, 2015
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